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Objectives: Ss will recall language in Unit 2 Listening Part 3.  
Method: T-Ss 
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 2 Listening Part 3 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Show slides and have Ss answer related questions. “How many chocolate 
bars did Jeff have?” “When did he eat the chocolate bars?” “Did he have a sore 
throat that day?” “What’s his problem?”   
Step 2: Have Ss take turns to answer the questions.  
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Objectives: Ss will review new vocabulary about food and drinks.  
Method: S-Ss NS –TTT  
Materials: flash cards  
Procedure:  
Step 1: Divide Ss into two teams and line up one behind another. Each team 
selects a S to go to the front.  
Step 2: The selected Ss read the instructions on a flash card for ordering 5 kinds 
of food and drinks. Instruct them to memorize them in one minute.  
Step 3: The Ss whisper the information to the first S in the line. Then this S 
whispers it to the next S in the line. Until everyone in the lines has heard the 
information.  
Step 4: The last ones in the lines report the information to the class. Compare 
this version with the original.  
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Objectives: Ss will review likes and dislikes, and practice asking and answering 
questions. 
Method: T-Ss NS  
Materials: none    
Procedure:  
Step 1: Have Ss sit in a circle. T sits in the Hot Seat in the middle of the circle.   
Step 2: The class asks the T 6 questions about likes and dislikes. For example, 
“What do you like to eat?” “Do you like candy?” 
Step 3: T selects S1 to take the Hot Seat after answering the 6 questions. 
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Fluency Opportunity Activities, are designed to give kids a break from regular  
study and let them just enjoy the language. Over time, it is hoped, during these 
sessions, the students will start using the course language without design – 
naturally. As these are fun activities, like games, it can be considered a reward and 
motivation.   
 
Suitable activities available from the Support Hub. 
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Objectives: Ss will preview language in Unit 2 Dialog 2.  
Method: T-Ss 
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 2 Dialog 2 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Show slide, and have Ss put the images in order from the end to the 
beginning in pairs. 
Step 2: Two pairs come together to form a group. Check answers in groups.  
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reflection bank methods.  
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Flash cards for Activity 1:  
 
 

An apple 
A watermelon 
A piece of cake 
A bottle of milk 
A slice of pizza  

A cup of tea 
A bottle of water 

A glass of milk 
A soda 

A coffee  

Noodles 
A bowl of rice 
Chicken legs 

A salad 
A banana   

A glass of warm milk 
Some water 

A can of soda 
A hot coffee 

A cup of green tea  

An orange 
A pizza and noodles 

A birthday cake 
Fish 

A salad   

A can of soda 
A cup of black tea 

Some milk 
A glass of warm water 

Hot chocolate  


